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Executive Summary 
Inherently, involvement within the virtual asset ecosystem presents higher risks          
related to money laundering and terrorist financing than those found in the            
traditional world of FIAT currency. Primarily this is due to the lack of transparency of               
the public keys, which are not associated with any identity.  

  
Whilst in the traditional world, there is proven infrastructure with processes and tools             
designed to mitigate AML/CFT risks, given the evolution of the virtual asset            
ecosystem, there is now a need to find comparable solutions not only to address              
industry concerns but incoming global regulations. Key operators such as          
custodians and market participants must consider the following issues or gaps: 
 

1. The current inability to identify Originators and/or Beneficiaries of         
transactions. 
 

2. Cumbersome processes and governance to be put in place in order to            
confirm to whom a defined public key belongs. 

 
There are varying approaches across the industry to define a common set of             
standards and to create a mechanism for the exchange of relevant information            
including identity and associated addresses details all using a common          
infrastructure, protocol and data set. 
 

Introduction 

The Travel Rule working group was primarily established to address a specific            

recommendation issued by the Financial Action Task Force (“FATF”). Members of           

the working group include leading industry participants from around the world who            

meet regularly to discuss and agree on finding a common solution to meet the              

regulatory standards. The information within this paper seeks to highlight a solution,            

referred herein as the Travel Rule Protocol (TRP). 

The TRP vision is to define a set of standards which will allow Virtual Asset Service                

Providers (VASP - as defined as in footnote below) to safely share with other              1

trusted participants the identity of an originator and beneficiary linked to a specific             

on chain transaction. This set of standards aim to meet the requirements set by the               

FATF Recommendation 16 (R16), commonly known as the Travel Rule defined as            

below: 

1 See definition of Virtual Asset Service Providers at https://www.fatf-gafi.org/glossary/u-z/ 
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● R16 – Countries should ensure that originating VASPs obtain and hold           

required and accurate originator information and required beneficiary        

information on virtual asset transfers, submit the above information to the           

beneficiary VASP or financial institution (if any) immediately and securely,          

and make it available on request to appropriate authorities. Countries should           

ensure that beneficiary VASPs obtain and hold required originator         

information and required and accurate beneficiary information on virtual         

asset transfers, and make it available on request to appropriate authorities.           

Other requirements of R16 (including monitoring of the availability of          

information, and taking freezing action and prohibiting transactions with         

designated persons and entities) apply on the same basis as set out in R16.              

The same obligations apply to financial institutions when sending or          

receiving virtual asset transfers on behalf of a customer. 

It is intended that adoption of the TRP is royalty and license free. However any fees,                

licenses related to implementation, service of software providers etc will be the            

responsibility of the implementing VASP including but not limited to document the            

legal and contractual arrangement ensuring that any exchange of information is           

done in compliance with  applicable laws, e.g. GDPR.  

The TRP has been incrementally developed by a self-selecting group of leading            

industry participants from around the world, collaborating openly and sharing to           

develop and evolve the solution. There is no single central body or organisation             

behind the protocol, only collaboration. 

The TRP Working Group has a regular weekly minuted meeting with a set agenda.              

There are other forums including chat rooms for more frequent collaboration as well             

as email for more infrequent formal announcements. The Working Group welcomes           

all contributions, ideas and input to the design and implementation of the protocol.             

Industry participants who wish to help developing the protocol, or adopt the protocol             

are encouraged to register at https://travelprotocol.org  

Any comments, corrections or suggestions on this version of the protocol           

specification can also be captured via the feedback form at          

https://travelruleprotocol.org  
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Goals 
The goal of the TRP is to develop a first-generation, minimal, workable, and             
pragmatic API specification for compliance with the FATF Travel Rule in a timely             
manner, that also minimises fragmentation and maximises interoperability. 
 
First Generation 
Industry participants acknowledge that mainstream adoption of virtual assets as an           
asset class will take time, and encouragingly there is evidence that its evolution is              
progressing with increasing focus by regulators and central banks imposing          
regulatory requirements. The TRP aims to initiate one of the first steps on this              
journey by launching a first-generation solution for compliance with the FATF Travel            
Rule. 
 
Minimal, Workable, Pragmatic API 
The TRP has been developed with sufficient flexibility allowing straightforward          
adoption for a wide range of industry participants. By focusing closely on FATF R16              
and limiting the scope of the solution, The TRP aims to create a simple API               
specification for required information exchange that will seamlessly integrate with          
existing business IT frameworks. 
 
Minimise Fragmentation & Maximise Interoperation 
There are a number of potentially more comprehensive Travel Rule solutions in            
development across the industry participants. By focusing closely on FATF R16 and            
limiting the scope of the solution, the TRP aims to create a simple API specification               
for the information exchange that is easy to implement and Integrate with existing             
business solutions. As well as having an easy path to interoperate with other             
emerging industry Travel Rule solutions as they mature. Any investment made           
should be transferable to future industry solutions. 
 

Design Philosophy 
The underlying design principles of Travel Rule Protocol:  
 
1. Compliance with FATF R16 
 
2. Data privacy: Bilateral exchange for minimal data leakage 
 
3. Iterative and incremental with early MVP launch 
 
4. Open for industry collaboration and adoption 
 
5. Aligned with emerging industry standards such as IVMS101 
 
6. Any investment made should be transferable to future industry solutions 
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Flows and Scope  
Each member controls the data that they share.  
 
The application is an API that can be integrated with other backend systems (as part               
of transaction processing for instance) to automatically check if an address is            
registered. There is no central application or database, instead, it is an application             
that runs within each VASP’s IT framework. 
 
This document briefly outlines two services to be exposed by VASPs to perform (1)              
public address VASP query, i.e., is a given public address being managed by a              
given VASP (2) transfer notification from one VASP to another including details of a              
present virtual asset transfer. 
 
This document outlines a solution for Minimum Viable Product (MVP) - to be tested,              
implemented and released as quickly as possible. 
 

 
Diagram (1) Address Query from Originating VASP to Beneficiary VASP. 
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Diagram (2) Transaction Notification from Originating VASP to Beneficiary VASP 
(see JSON formatted payload later in the document).  
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Minimal Core Protocol with Extensions 

The first part of the goals of the TRP:  

“first generation, minimal, workable, and pragmatic API specification for 
compliance with the FATF Travel Rule in a timely manner”  

is centered around having a simple minimal protocol that is easy to implement and 
to comply with. 

The second part of the goals is: 

“minimise fragmentation and maximise interoperation” 

In order to meet both of these goals the TRP is  separated into two parts: 

1. A minimal core protocol 
2. Extensions 

The minimal core protocol should contain mandatory elements that cover the bare 
minimum  FATF R16 requirements. This meets the first part of the goals. 

However, it is acknowledged that one size does not fit all, taking into account 
differing jurisdictional and compliance requirements on what information is to be 
exchanged. To help accommodate the second goal an extension mechanism is 
proposed.  

The minimum core protocol will comply with the mandatory elements of R16, all 
other requirements will be added using the extension mechanism. 
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Technical implementation 

Authoritative Version 
This document provides a high level description of the TRP and its usage. Where              
possible this document will be updated and new versions issued as the protocol is              
revised. However an OpenAPI Specification definition of the protocol is also           
maintained at https://travelruleprotocol.org and where any differences occur, the         
latest version of the OpenAPI Spec is to be treated as authoritative.  

Minimal Core Protocol 
For MVP, each VASP will expose a set of RESTful endpoints. To be compliant with               
this version of the specification there are (a) minimum requirements and (b)            
recommended requirements. Users of the TRPprotocol should agree on a bilateral           
basis on which option they will use. 
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Headers 

Each request must have the following header fields: 

Field Description 

API-Version Version of the API eg: "1.0.0" 

API-Extensions Comma separated list of extensions to the base the TRP 
protocol to be used when processing this request. 
 
Eg: “request-signing,beneficiary-details-response” 
 
Note: Use of extensions is optional and must be agreed 
between parties. A server should be able to inform a client it is 
unable or unwilling to support the extensions as defined in the 
client request's Api-Extensions header. Two HTTP response 
codes are applicable, the 422 - Unprocessable Entity and the 
501 - Unimplemented codes. Either one of them is applicable 
in different extension cases. 
 
See “Extensions” section of the document for more details. 

Request-Identifier Unique UUID V4 value for this particular API call (different for 
all calls) eg: "2351f3f1-bcff-4a06-a07a-8de94220a9b0" 

 

Sample Header: 

"API-Version": "1.0.0", 
“API-Extensions”: “request-signing,beneficiary-details-response” 

“Request-Identifier”: “2351f3f1-bcff-4a06-a07a-8de94220a9b0” 
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Address Query 

● This service, when called by the originating VASP, requests if a given            

address is known and is under management by the beneficiary VASP           

receiving the call. 

● Request: GET /assets/{assetIdentifier}/addresses/{address} 
● Request parameter: 

Parameter Description 

assetIdentifier Digital asset type (ETH, BTC, …).  
 
Note this must be sufficient to identify the token when          
combined with the address (eg: USDT on Omni vs ERC20          
USDT) 

address Public address to query 

 
● Request Sample: 

/assets/ETH/addresses/0x5eD8Cee6b633AD92f4fDB8fAd9F 

● Response HTTP 200: Address is managed by the beneficiary VASP who           

accepts transfer 

● Response HTTP 404: Otherwise. The reason not to differentiate         

between an address not found and an unwillingness to accept a follow            

up transaction notification is to minimize data leakage. The Originator          

VASP when receiving a 404 is none the wiser with regard if the             

beneficiary controls the address or not.  
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Transfer Notification 

● This service is for the Originating VASP to notify the Beneficiary VASP            

that a virtual asset transfer has been executed on a DLT. No response is              

required from Beneficiary VASP. 

● Transfer Notification is meant for single party beneficiaries and single          

party originators. If a virtual asset transfer is sent to multiple parties, the             

Originating VASP would have to issue Transfer Notification to each          

Beneficiary VASP, sharing the same blockchain transaction hash. Note         

in initial MVP implementation the minimum required implementation is         

for single beneficiaries and single originators only. 

● Transfer advice :  

POST /assets/{assetIdentifier}/transactions 
● transfer-notification body is a JSON encoding of the IVMS101 data          

standard. See example below: 
 

● Transfer-notification IVMS101 body sample: 

{ 

  "IVMS101": { 

"originator": { 

"originatorPersons": [{ 

"naturalPerson": { 

"name": { 

"nameIdentifier": [{ 

"primaryIdentifier": "Smith", 

"secondaryIdentifier": "Dr Alice", 

"nameIdentifierType": "LEGL" 

}] 

}, 

"geographicAddress": [{ 

  "addressType": "GEOG", 

  "streetName": "Potential Street", 

  "buildingNumber": "24", 

  "buildingName": "Weathering Views", 

  "postcode": "91765", 

  "townName": "Walnut", 

  "countrySubDivision": "California", 

  "country": "US" 

}], 

"customerIdentification": "1002390" 

}, 

                      "accountNumber": ["10023909"] 

}]  

}, 

    "beneficiary": { 

"beneficiaryPersons": [{ 
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"naturalPerson": { 

"name": { 

  "nameIdentifier": [{ 

"primaryIdentifier": "Barnes", 

"secondaryIdentifier": "Robert", 

"identifierType": "LEGL" 

  }] 

} 

 

}, 

                      "accountNumber": ["1BVMFfPXJy2TY1x6wm8gow3N5Amw4Etm5h"] 

 

}] 

}, 

    "originatingVASP": { 

      "originatingVASP": { 

"legalPerson": { 

          "name": { 

   "nameIdentifier": [{ 

   "legalPersonName": "VASP A", 

   "legalPersonNameIdentifierType": "LEGL" 

   }] 

          }, 

          "nationalIdentification": { 

             "nationIdentifier": "3M5E1GQKGL17HI8CPN20", 

             "nationalIdentifierType": "LEIX" 

          } 

} 

      } 

    } 

  }, 

  "extensions": { 

    "exampleExtensionName2": { 

      "exampleExtensionField1": "exampleExtensionField1Value", 

      "exampleExtensionField2": "exampleExtensionField2Value" 

    } 

  } 

} 

 

 

 

Response HTTP 200 to acknowledge receival of transfer details.  
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Extensions 

Scope 

Extensions can add any and all HTTP headers or parameters. 

The body of the requests can be added to the designated location. 

Caveats 

Conflicts between extensions 

With the number of extensions growing the risk of conflicts or incompatibilities 
between extensions grows exponentially new extension authors should take special 
care to investigate and address any conflicts. 

Promotions from extension to core 

Extensions might prove a comfortable testing ground for new functionality. When an 
extension is universally used it could be promoted to the core protocol. The 
promotion mechanism is still to be decided. 

Fallback 

Implementations should cater to as many extensions as possible. Some form of 
auto discovery and if practical fallback should be catered for. 

Core protocol additions 

In order to support extensions some extension-specific handling is required in the 
core protocol beyond what is necessary for R16 compliance. These are described in 
the following section. 

API-Extensions header 

This header contains a comma separated list of predefined extension names. 

Extension not supported response code 

A server should be able to inform a client it is unable or unwilling to support the 
extensions as defined in the client request's API-Extensions header. Two HTTP 
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response codes are applicable, the 422 - Unprocessable Entity and the 501 - Not 
Implemented. Either one of them is applicable in different extension cases. 

Request body 

In any JSON request body an “extensions” key should be introduced. Each 
extension would then have a key below that with a specific payload. For example: 

{ 

  "IVMS101": ... 

  "extensions": { 

    "deterministicValueTransfer": { 

      "txIdentified": ..., 

      "vinIndex": ..., 

      "voutIndex": ..., 

    } 

  } 

} 

 

 

Compliance with FATF Recommendation 16 
The key part of the FATF VASP Recommendations is: 
 

A. As described in INR.15, paragraph 7(b), all of the requirements set forth in             
Recommendation 16 apply to VASPs or other obliged entities that engage in            
VA transfers, including the obligations to obtain, hold, and transmit required           
originator and beneficiary information in order to identify and report          
suspicious transactions, monitor the availability of information, take freezing         
actions, and prohibit transactions with designated persons and entities. 

 
 
 
By exchanging the Originator and Beneficiary information between VASPs, the TRP           
facilitates compliance with this requirement. Information must be stored by each           
VASPs themselves. No central or distributed database is proposed. 
 
A. Further, countries should ensure that beneficiary institutions (whether a VASP          

or other obliged entity) obtain and hold required (not necessarily accurate)           
originator information and required and accurate beneficiary information, as set          
forth in INR. 16. The required information includes the: 
(i) originator’s name (i.e., the sending customer);  

The TRP facilitates compliance with this requirement. 
 

(ii) originator’s account number where such an account is used to process           
the transaction (eg: the VA wallet);  
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The TRP facilitates compliance with this requirement, The account is the           
public address. 

 
(iii) originator’s physical (geographical) address, or national identity number,        

or customer identification number (i.e., not a transaction number) that          
uniquely identifies the originator to the ordering institution, or date and           
place of birth;  
The TRP facilitates compliance with this requirement. The TRP Working          
Group has agreed to use LEI or GEOG from IVMS101 in first phase 

 
(iv) beneficiary’s name; and  

The TRP facilitates compliance with this requirement. 
 

(v) beneficiary account number where such an account is used to process the            
transaction (eg: the VA wallet). It is not necessary for the information to be              
attached directly to the VA transfer itself. The information can be           
submitted either directly or indirectly, as set forth in INR. 15. 
The TRP facilitates compliance with this requirement, The account is the           
public address. 
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